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•PROLOGUE
The Mediterranean League of Angiology and Vascular 
Surgery has been established in 1988 under the auspices 
of the International Union of Angiology.
From this year an annual congress have been organized 
under the Presidency of prof. Angelides, emeritus 
professor and honorary member of the IUA
The MLAVS has been and continues to be a very active 
associate society of the IUA and it is a pleasure and  
honor for me to present this book written by prof. 
N. Angelides, in which the author reports the real history 
of the MLAVS such as an attractive fiction. I am sure that 
all readers will appreciate this hard work and will have 
the pleasure to travel virtually in the history of an 
important part of our specialties. Enjoy!
Pier Luigi Antignani, MD, PhD, FIUA, FRSM.
President of the IUA 3
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INTRODUCTION
Doctors, according to their specialty, always proceed with 
the organisation of Congresses so that newly developed 
ideas and new ways of treating patients could become a 
common knowledge to all participants. This book, 
although fictional, deals with real events. It refers to the 
organization of a Mediterranean Congress in Angiology 
and Vascular Surgery that was about to be postponed or 
cancelled, due to the financial crisis that suddenly 
occurred and hit the economy all over the world. The 
story and place where the events are taking place is real, 
but the manipulation of the story is a fiction which mixed 
up nicely with the reality. I hope that at least the Doctors-
Members of the International Union of Angiology and the 
Mediterranean League, will enjoy the book’s content. For 
other readers, who neither know the League     
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nor know the persons that are mentioned in the book and
the environment of the fiction, I believe that they will still 
enjoy the story. After all, it is easy to get accustomed to 
the basic background,  to understand the plot and to 
enjoy the photos! 
Nikos Angelides MD, PhD, FRCS, FIUA
President of the Mediterranean League 
of Angiology and Vascular Surgery
and author of the book

ISBN: 978-9963-9339-6-9
Edition  2021
Nicosia  
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PART I:
Financial crisis and the 
pandemic
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Nikos was sitting on a rock by the sea. He was feeling 
unhappy and although steering at the blue colours of 
the sea, his mind was far away, lost in his unpleasant 
thoughts. The Mediterranean Congress of Angiology 
and Vascular Surgery that he was organising so 
intensively the last year was under severe pressure, 
due to the financial instability that had suddenly 
affected the whole world. It was more than a 
possibility, that he should postpone this Congress. 
“So much work for nothing!” he whispered, and 
nervously threw a stone in the water.
Fear suddenly gripped the international markets. The 
world economy, slowly but steadily, followed the 
United States’ economy which sledded into a deep 
recession reflecting a severe damage of the system. 
The world’s economy was entering into a major 
downturn, in the form of a new financial shock 
globally, since the one in the 1930s. In a sadden co-
ordinated effort the United States Federal Reserve 
and other major central banks around the world
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slashed interest rates to prevent the financial crisis 
from becoming a global and deep meltdown. 
However, this was enough to trigger a series of 
bankruptcies. Cyprus had adopted a Europe-wide 
strategy to restore confidence in the local banking 
system but the figures were not optimistic. 
Emergency meetings of the Finance Ministers of the 
twenty-seven members of the European Union, but 
also similar meetings across the world, reflected the 
agony that existed globally to  face a further more
severe situation. As a reflection of this condition, the 
organising bureau of the Mediterranean Congress was 
receiving every day numerous e-mail-cancellations 
from participants around Europe and the world. “It is 
a real disaster!” Nikos whispered through his teeth. “I 
must call an urgent  meeting of the Organising 
Committee and prepare the cancellation of the 
Congress, accepting the negative financial burden on 
my shoulders,” he decided and got up on his feet. He 
suddenly materialised the sound of the calm sea-
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waves hitting the rocks. His eyes managed to enclave 
the vast beauty of the blue sea and sky of Cyprus, on 
this peaceful afternoon. Suddenly, he realised that life 
is still moving ahead and that no situation could be so 
bad to affect  in an irreversible way his mind and the 
internal happiness that he always felt despite the 
everyday difficulties of life. “My God, I don’t think 
that this situation is so important to make me 
miserable and loose my temper!” he concluded. “After 
all is not the end of the world” he thought.
He took his mobile and gave instructions for an 
emergency meeting of the Organising Committee, in 
conjunction with the Bureau that was organising the 
Congress. “We will discuss the new situation and we 
will decide our next actions. When we come to the 
bridge we will cross it! Meanwhile lets think positive!” 
he concluded and sat back on the rock by the sea. He 
continued looking at the blue colours of the sea and 
the sky, listening to the calm sound of the waves that 
were splashing the rocks. 
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“I have to prepare a few things for the meeting.” he 
suddenly thought, and opened his case that was lying 
by his side. He took out his laptop and  using the case 
as a table he started searching his documents. “I have 
to prepare an analysis of the previous Mediterranean 
Congresses that have taken place so far” he thought. 
This was not an easy task! The time that had elapsed 
made the memories obscured and distant while the 
facts that had taken place became rather weak. 
Luckily for him his laptop included a lot of information 
as he always used to keep files of all the major 
events, as well as the executive meetings of the 
Mediterranean Congresses and even photos! So what 
he had in fact to do was to search the various files, to 
spot the necessary ones and to put them in order, 
producing the outcome that he had in mind. Slowly-
slowly, the title of the new file and the various parts 
of the concept he thought started to take shape and 
meaning:      
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•THE ERA OF 
MLAVS 
CONGRESSES
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• “As the time passes and 
one Congress follows the 
other we usually forget 
what has happened in the 
past. 
• So what I am going to do 

today is to refresh your 
memories by walking 
through time!” 
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MLAVS 
Congresses

“My personal view is 
that the 
Mediterranean 
Congresses are like 
the seeds of sand,  
all formed from the 
same Mediterranean 
waves” 
• N. Angelides  
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1st MLAVS CONGRESS 
in Association with an 
International 
Vascular Congress

The 1st MLAVS 
Congress took place 
in Corfu-Greece, 
May 25th -29th
1989
• President:
• P. Balas, 
Founder of the 
Mediterranean 
League of 
Angiology and 
Vascular Surgery.
Venue: Hilton 
Corfu.
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The 1st MLAVS Meeting was the 
founding Meeting

• It took place during an International Congress 
organised by Prof Balas, who arranged the 
founding  meeting with Profs Strano, Novo, 
Biasi, Deriu, Fernandes, Castellani, Dalainas, 
Katsogiannis, Angelides, and Ulutin. 
• He proposed the organisation of a scientific 

League to promote Angiology and Vascular 
Surgery in the Mediterranean region in a 
friendly co-operative spirit.
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1st MLAVS CONGRESS

A. Strano
and N.
Angelides in 

Corfu
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1st MLAVS CONGRESS

• During the 
“working 
lunch”
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1st MLAVS CONGRESS

Prof Balas 
and the ex 
Prime-
Minister of 
Greece Mr 
Rallis,
Prof 
Xiromeritis 
and Mrs 
Angelides
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1st MLAVS CONGRESS

Mrs Liapis
Ch. Liapis
Mrs
Angelides
P. Balas
and
A Schirger
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1st MLAVS CONGRESS

P. Balas
with other
Participants
in the
Meeting in
Corfu
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Aims of the new League

• The Mediterranean League intends to foster 
friendship, to discuss and coordinate vascular 
matters in the region, and to stimulate the 
International Union 
• The League should function as a bridge 

between National Societies of the 
Mediterranean countries, by having a close 
contact with them, and thus affecting their 
activities in the International Union



A Constitutional MLAVS 
Meeting followed in
MILAN, in 1990

• Venue: 
• Hotel Cala Di 

Volpe
• 20-22nd

March 1990
• Organizer
• G. Biasi
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MLAVS: CONSTITUTION AND 
BYLAWS

•Article 1-Purpose: 
• The Mediterranean League of Angiology and 

Vascular Surgery is established as a non-profit 
making Organisation to co-ordinate and guide 
the scientific activities of Angiology and 
Vascular Surgery in the Mediterranean region.
• Among these activities is the organization of a 

Mediterranean Congresses (one per year).



Article 2: aims 
• The Mediterranean League shall intend to 

foster friendship and to discuss and 
coordinate vascular matters in the 
Mediterranean region. 
• The League, shall function as a bridge 

between national societies of the 
Mediterranean countries having a close 
contact with them and affecting their 
activities within the International Union.
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MLAVS CONSTITUTIONAL 
MEETING

• Milano 
and 
Duomo
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MLAVS  
Constitutional 
Meeting.

• Milan 
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2nd MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• Antalya, Turkey
• 4th -6th June 1990
• President 
• O. ULUTIN
• Venue: Hilton Hotel

• I did not 
participate and 
therefore I have no 
Photos from this 
successful 
Congress

II MEDITERRANEAN 
CONGRESS OF ANGIOLOGY 
AND VASCULAR SURGERY

TURKEY 1990
4-6 JUNE



During this meeting the non-
invasive assessment of the 

vascular patients was intensively 
discussed



29l Antalya, Turkey



l Duden river falling into the sea

Dudeen river falling into the sea
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3rd MLAVS 
CONGRESS:
in association 
with the 7th
European 
Congress
Rodos-Greece
26th -31 May 1991
President: P. Balas
Venue: Rodos Palace 
and the Metropolitan 
Capsis Hotels
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3rd MLAVS 
CONGRESS

The hotel and  the 
conference centre.
This Congress was a 
great success and 
became the 
landmark of the  
MLAVS era
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3rd MLAVS 
CONGRESS

The ancient castle and the 
small marina of Rodos
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3rd MLAVS Congress

Sunrise
in Rhodes.
Equally
impressive,
as the rise
of MLAVS
era! 
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3rd MLAVS CONGRESS

Pilgrimage to the
island of Cos:
to reconfirm the
Hippocratic oath
at the sacred 
altar of
“Asclepiion” of 

Cos



The oath
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3rd MLAVS CONGRESS

The
Ceremony
begins…
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3rd MLAVS CONGRESS
H. Boccalon,
S. Novo,
N.Angelides,
waiting the
beginning of
a session
during
a hot 
afternoon.
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3rd MLAVS CONGRESS

Angelides
and
B.B. Lee
in Rodos
Castle.
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3rd MLAVS 
CONGRESS

This tavern was  very 
popular among the 
doctors, probably 
because of the name! 
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4th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• The 4th MLAVS 
Congress took 
place in 
• CORFU-Greece
• June 27th -July 1st

1993
• President:
• P. Balas
• Venue: Corfu Hilton 

Hotel.



CORFU
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4th MLAVS CONGRESS

The view from 
Hilton Hotel and 
the beautiful 
seashore
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4th MLAVS CONGRESS

Opening 
ceremony
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4th MLAVS CONGRESS

The
Executive
Committee
Meeting in
Corfu’s
Hilton. 
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4th MLAVS CONGRESS

Dancing
“the Greek 
way” in the
Paleoka-
stritsa’s
Monastery. 
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4th MLAVS CONGRESS

Greek
night in
Corfu:

Schirger, 
Boccalon,
Angelides.
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5th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• This Congress took 
place in AJACCIO-
CORSICA
• 20th -23rd June 1994
• President: 
• L. D. Castellani
• Venue: Hotel Sofitel



AJACCIO
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5th MLAVS CONGRESS

• Sailing around 
Corsica:
• P. Balas
• N. Angelides
• J. Fernandes
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5th MLAVS CONGRESS

P Balas
L. Castellani
E. Diethrich
N. Angelides
L.H.  Holier 
At an informal 
dinner    
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5th MLAVS CONGRESS

L.
Castellani
N.
Angelides
J. 
Joys
G. 
Biasi
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6th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

The 6th MLAVS Congress 
took place in CAGLIARI-
SARDENIA
25th -28th June 1995
President:   F. Pitzus
Venue: Forte Village



FORTEVILLAGE 
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6th MLAVS CONGRESS

Forte-village and 
Cagliari 



• During this Meeting a lot of discussions 
were devoted to the training of a vascular 
surgeon 
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6th MLAVS CONGRESS

N. Angelides
F. Pitzus
V. Dalainas 
during the 
opening 
ceremony



The  fantastic seashore at Forte Village
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6th MLAVS CONGRESS

N. Angelides
A.Katsoyianis
P. Balas
E. Bastounis
N. Xiromeritis
During the 
opening
reception
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Something unusual to remember 
from the 6th MLAVS Congress
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7th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• This Congress was 
organised in LIMASSOL-
CYPRUS
• 23rd -25th March 1996
• President:
• N. Angelides
• Venue: Hotel Meridian



LIMASSOL



• During this meeting the major interest was 
focused on ischaemic ulcers and wounds . It 
was demonstrated that by-pass surgery can 
assist healing of ischaemic lesions  in a better 
way than angioplasty. 
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7th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• The Minster of 
Health declaring 
the opening of the 
Congress
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7th MLAVS CONGRESS

The
President
of the
Congress
honouring
Prof. Balas
during the
Opening
ceremony
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7th MLAVS CONGRESS

Sirymis
Balas
Schirger
Angelides
During
the
Opening
reception
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7th MLAVS CONGRESS

Mrs 
Angelides
Mrs 
Eastcott
N. 
Angelides
H. Eastcott
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7th MLAVS CONGRESS

Prof.
Averill
Mansfield
At the
Opening
Ceremony
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7th MLAVS CONGRESS

Sir P. Bell
N.
Angelides
P. Balas
C.
Campisi
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8th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

The 8th MLAVS 
Congress was held in 
ALEXANDRIA-EGYPT
March 31st April, 2nd

May 1997
President: E. Hussein
Venue: Helnan
Palestine Hotel
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At this Meeting the presence of significant 
incompetent perforating veins and their 
management were discussed.
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8th MLAVS CONGRESS

• The 
cornish 
and the 
town of 
Alexandria 
from a 
distance 
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8th MLAVS CONGRESS
• Entrance to the  Castle 
• Where the opening 

ceremony took place
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8th MLAVS CONGRESS

Action 
during the 
opening 
ceremony 
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8th MLAVS CONGRESS

Visit to the 
Palace

Mrs Fernandes
Mrs Angelides
J. Fernandes 

(on king’s 
Farouk’s 
throne!)and

F.J Criado
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8th MLAVS CONGRESS

• A rather 
chilly 
evening in 
Alexandria!
• G. Biasi
• N. Angelides
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8th MLAVS CONGRESS

“Special taste” 
from Cairo:
Mrs Angelides 
touching 
tenderly the 
sphinx! 
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8th MLAVS CONGRESS

• A
rather
typical
evening
in 
Egypt!
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9th MLAVS 
CONGRESS
In association with the 
12th Meeting of the 
European Chapter of 
International Union of 
Angiology and Vascular 
Surgery
Vilamoura-Algarve-
Portugal 
May 22nd -26th , 1998
President: 
J. Fernandes 
Venue: Marihotel
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9th MLAVS CONGRESS

Lisbon
and the
area of
Algarve
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9th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• Vilamoura and 
the Marihotel
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9th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• Vilamoura: 
• day and night 

appearance 
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9th MLAVS CONGRESS

N.
Angelides
J.
Fernandes
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9th MLAVS CONGRESS
N.
Xiromeritis
Mrs
Xiromeritis
Mrs
Angelides
P. Balas:
In the 
“small train”
of 
Vilamoura
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The next MLAVS: The 
Misunderstanding!

In the Preliminary 
announcement, it was 
correctly characterized as 
the 10th MLAVS Congress
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In the 2nd announcement 
it was characterized as 
the 9th MLAVS CONGRESS. 
Finally, this was named as 
the 9th B, Congress

• The 9th B, Congress was 
held in TEL-AVIV,  
ISRAEL
• 14th -19th March 1999
• President:

E. Antebi
• Venue: Hotel David 

Intercontinental Tel-
Aviv
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9th B, MLAVS CONGRESS
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9th B, MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• Jerusalem and 
the Wall
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9th B, MLAVS CONGRESS
Via Dolorosa: The Road to 
Golgotha, and the Church of  the 
Holly Sepulchre
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9th B, MLAVS CONGRESS

• G. Biasi
• E. Antebi
• N. 

Angelides
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10th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• Barcelona-Spain 
• May 31st - June 3rd

2000
• President: Emilio Viver 

Manresa
• Venue: Hotel Fira 

Palace
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10th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

Barcelona by day 
and by night
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10th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• Some unforgettable spots 
of the town
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10th MLAVS CONGRESS

E.
Manresa
Mrs
Angelides
Mrs
Manresa
P. Balas
N.
Angelides
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10th MLAVS CONGRESS“The
dancing
waters”.
Near the
hotel Fira,
in front of
the old
palace
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11th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

This Congress took 
place in Chios-Greece
May 30th – June 2nd

2001
President: 
A. Tripolitis
Venue: Homerion 
Cultural Centre of 
Chios Municipality 



CHIOS
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11th MLAVS CONGRESS

The town 
of Chios
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11th MLAVS CONGRESS

N.
Angelides
D. E.
Strandness
Mrs
Strandness
P. Balas
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11th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• N. Angelides
• A. Tripolitis
• P. Balas
• In front of the 

Homerion Cultural 
Centre
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Chios: Ready for sailing!
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12th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• This Congress took 
place in Paphos –
Cyprus
• 22nd -26th May, 2002
• President: N. 

Angelides
• Venue: Coral Beach 

Hotel Coral Bay 
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12th MLAVS CONGRESS

• The hotel and 
the view of the 
gulf.



l The view from the conference centre
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12th MLAVS CONGRESS

The Minister
of Health 
inaugurating
the
Pharmaceutical
Exhibition 
of the Congress
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12th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

The President
N. Angelides,
Prof Deriu and
Prof Hussein 
visiting the stands at 
The Pharmaceutical
Exhibition. 
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12th MLAVS CONGRESS

A.
Nicolaides
at the
Opening
Ceremony
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12th MLAVS CONGRESS
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12th MLAVS CONGRESS

• During the 
official dinner 
J. Fernandes 
and  J. Wolf at 
the head table. 
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12th MLAVS CONGRESS

N.
Angelides 
L.
Castellani
P. Balas.
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12th MLAVS CONGRESS

Angelides
dancing
“Chasapico”
and
Castellani
with
Tripolitis
singing an
appropriate
Greek song! 
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12th MLAVS CONGRESS

Eating
“meze”
while
drinking
Cyprus
Wine!
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12th Mediterranean Congress

Casual
moments
in
Paphos!



12th MLAVS: Sunset in Paphos

124
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13th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• This Congress took 
place in Syracuse –Italy
• May 21st -25th 2003
• President: 
• G. M. Andreozzi
• Venue: Grand Hotel 

Villa Polity 



Syracuse
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13th MLAVS CONGRESS

The 
harbour
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Villa Polity: the venue of the 13th
MLAVS Congress
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13th MLAVS CONGRESS

• The 
ancient 
Greek 
Theatre in 
Syracuse 
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13th MLAVS CONGRESS

S. Novo
P. Balas
A. Strano
G. Andreozzi
N. Angelides
visiting the
Mayor of
Syracuse in
the Town 

Hall
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13th MLAVS CONGRESS

The
legendary
Aretousa 
spring in
Syracuse
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13th MLAVS CONGRESS

J.
Fernandes, 
Mrs
Angelides,
Mrs
Fernandes,
downtown
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Town of Noto, and the car 
trouble: (someone had to 
push the car!)
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13th MLAVS CONGRESS

Sunset at 
the 
harbour 
of 
Syracuse
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14th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

Portoroz – Slovenia
June 18th -20th 2004
President: 
Pavel Poredos
Venue: 
Convention Centre
Grand Hotel Emona 



Grand Hotel Bernardino; the venue
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14th MLAVS CONGRESS

N.Angelides
P. Balas
P. Poredos
at a pre-
Congress
meeting in
Portoroz 
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14th MLAVS CONGRESS

At the 
winery near 
Portoroz.
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14th MLAVS CONGRESS

The beautiful
Adriatic sea
from the top
floor of
the Hotel.
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14th MLAVS CONGRESS

A large group 
of 
participating 
Vascular 
Professors
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14th MLAVS CONGRESS

A “bouquet” of 
Vascular 
Professors while 
sailing
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President of IUA J. 
Fernandes and the 
President of MLAVS 
N. Angelides in a 
good mud after 
having a few 
schnapps!

14th MLAVS CONGRESS
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15th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• This Congress  was 
initially designed to 
take place in Corsica
• The Organisers faced 

some serious difficulties 
and so it was postponed
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15th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• Finally it took place in 
Palermo Italy
• September 23rd -26th

2005
• President: Salvatore Novo
• Venue Florio Park Hotel

(near Palermo)



PALERMO
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15th MLAVS CONGRESS

• The President 
of MLAVS and 
the
• President of 

the Congress
• announcing 

the prize 
winners
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15th MLAVS CONGRESS

• A Strano
• S Novo and
• N. Angelides
• with the prize 

winners 
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The view of the 
forest and the 
sea from the 
conference 
centre

15th MLAVS CONGRESS
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15th MLAVS CONGRESS

• The President of 
IUA
• and the President 

of MLAVS 
• in Palermo during 

the 15th MLAVS 
Congress
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• View of 
Palermo

15th MLAVS CONGRESS
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16th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• This Congress took place 
in Hersonisos-Crete-
GREECE
• 9th -12th June 2006
• President: Ch. Liapis
• Venue: Crete Maris Hotel 

and Convention Centre
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16th MLAVS CONGRESS

• P. Balas
• Gr. Skalkeas
• N. Angelides
• and 
• Ch. Liapis, 

President of 
the Congress
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16th MLAVS CONGRESS

Fast Greek 
Sirtaki
within the 
dancing 
group, 
Sir Peter Bell  
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16th MLAVS CONGRESS

• Ch. Liapis,  
and
• F. Veith
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16th MLAVS CONGRESS

Sir P. Bell and 
Ms V. Liapis 
celebrating 
their birthday 
(at different 
years!)
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17th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• Nicosia - Cyprus 
• 25th -28th April, 2007
• in conjunction with 17th

EUROCHAP
• President:
• NIKOS ANGELIDES
• Venue: Hilton Park Hotel 





l During this meeting it was argued that 
several trials showed benefits when  
using heparin bonded PTFE grafts vs. 
PTFE grafts alone  
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17th MLAVS CONGRESS

The founder of 
MLAVS P. Balas
The President of 
IUA 
J. Fernades
and 
the President of 
MLAVS 
N. Angelides
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17th MLAVS CONGRESS

The President of 
the Congress 
N Angelides
during the
Opening
ceremony
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17th MLAVS CONGRESS

• The President of 
IUA J Fernandes, 
addressing the 
Participants during 
the Opening 
Ceremony
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17th MLAVS CONGRESS

• The Founder of 
MLAVS P. Balas
delivering his    
lecture  
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17th MLAVS CONGRESS

• S Novo 
receiving an 
honorary  
plaque from the 
Minister of 
Education
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17th MLAVS CONGRESS

• N. Nicolaides
• J Jacobson and
• S. Novo
• during the 

Opening 
Ceremony
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17th MLAVS CONGRESS

• The choir 
“Voice of 
Kyrenia” 
during the 
Opening 
Ceremony
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17th MLAVS CONGRESS

• The President of 
IUA J Fernandes
and the Secretary 
General of MLAVS 
P. Poredos
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17th MLAVS CONGRESS

• The Minister of 
Education 
inaugurating 
the 
Pharmaceutical 
exhibition
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17th MLAVS CONGRESS

The Minister of 
Education and the 
President of the 
Congress visiting 
the 
Pharmaceutical 
Exhibition 
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18th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• Cairo-Alexandria
• January 16th -19th 2008
• In conjunction with the IV 

AFROCHAP
• Venue: Mena House Oberoi, 

Cairo, Egypt
• President: Emad Hussein 



CAIRO
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18th MLAVS CONGRESS-
the venue
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18th MLAVS CONGRESS

• Typical 
oriental dance 
during the 
opening 
ceremony
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18th MLAVS CONGRESS

• The 
Cairo 
Museum
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18th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• Everywhere in 
Egypt the ancient 
and the new are 
mingling together.
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18th MLAVS CONGRESS

Bibliotheca 
Alexandrina, 
the one and 
only! 
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18th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

The founder of the 
Bibliotheca Alexandrina
with the founder of 
MLAVS P. Balas, the 
President of MLAVS 
N. Angelides and the 
Representative of Italy G. 
Andreozzi.
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18th MLAVS CONGRESS

N. Angelides 
with the
incoming IUA 
President
Professor
Simkin, and
Ms. Simkin 
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18th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• The famous 
• Bazar,
• Al Halili 
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18th MLAVS 
CONGRESS

• In the Al-Halili 
area:
• N. Angelides and 
• S. Novo
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18th MLAVS CONGRESS

The desert 
and the 
Pyramids
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18th MLAVS CONGRESS

The  
polygonal 
pyramid in 
the Sahara
desert



19th MLAVS
2009
PALERMO 



PALERMO





19th MLAVS: Opening Ceremony



Palermo



Cornish



Medieval Palermo



Harbor of Palermo



Mediterranean League
of Angiology and Vascular
Surgery
Società Italiana di
Diagnostica Vascolare GIUV

Under the auspices of the
International Union
of Angiology

The 20th Mediterranean Congress of Angiology and 
Vascular Surgery took place in conjunction with the Annual 
Meeting of the Italian Society of Vascular Diseases (SIDV), 
from the 28th to 30th of October 2010 in Sala Folchi, St 
Giovanni in Laterano of Rome.

20th MLAVS Congress

President:
F Benedetti-

Valentini
Co-President: 
PL. Antignani 







Fontana di Drevi



The Colosseum 



St Peter’s Square



Monuments in Rome are 
countless 



Fontana of the four rivers



In Rome, Prof Balas, Prof Wu, Prof C.  Campisi and 
Prof Angelides fixing another Congress



21st MLAVS 
2011

GENOA

l Organized by 
l Prof C Campisi



Genoa



Another site 
of the town

Another site of the town





A spot from the old harbor 
of Genoa.





The President 
of IUA Prof 
Simkin, the 
President of 
the Congress 
Prof Campisi, 
the President 
of MLAVS 
Prof. 
Angelides and 
the Founder 
of MLAVS Prof 
Balas 



The house of Christopher 
Columbus



The marina in front of the 
“Museo del Mare”



Prof Balas 
celebrating his 

birthday. 
A Spot from the 
official dinner in 

Genoa.
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21st MLAVS CONGRESS

C. Campisi
Mrs 
Campisi
Mrs 
Angelides:
During the 
official 
dinner



22nd MLAVS
2012

Civitavecchia
Italy 





l During this meeting it was made clear that 
distinction must be made between 
claudicans and patients with critical limb 
ischaemia (CLI), because the risk profile is 
absolutely different between the two



The harbor of Civitavecchia



The American influence! 



The fish market



The Castle of Civitavecchia



: 

The church of St. Francesco di Assisi

The church of St. Francesco di Assisi



Entrance to an Etruscan tomb

Entrance to an Etruscan tomb



Night gathering of the 
participants for a casual dinner 



23rd MLAVS 
Congress
VOLOS 

GREECE 

Organized by 
Prof Th. Giannoukas



Volos



l During this meeting it was argued that 
endovascular repair now can be considered 
to have comparable outcomes to those of 
open surgery, while is shortening the 
hospital stay



The conference centre by 
night

The conference centre by night



The town of Volos



Volos promenade with its 
symbol “Argo”



From the Executive 
Meeting in Volos: 
Prof Balas, Prof 
Palombo, Prof 
Liapis Prof 
Poredos, President 
MLAVS Prof 
Angelides, Prof 
Fletcher, Prof 
Parodi, Prof Lee, 
Prof Altarazi, Prof 
Scendro and Prof 
Giannoukas. 



Sunset at Volos 



XXIV 
MLAVS

2014

24th MLAVS
2014

Palermo

October 3rd to 5th
2014
President: S. Novo
Venue Florio Park 



PALERMO



l During this Meeting it was discussed an 
emerging  lack of exposure of the medical 
students and trainees to vascular 
procedures. 

l Globe vascular representatives tried to 
explain how and why vascular surgery  
shows a decline, and how this can be 
reversed. 



The old Palermo



The Cathedral of Palermo



The old cathedral of Palermo

Fontana Pretoria



The new Palermo



A group of Price - winning 
doctors



The president 
of MLAVS 
receiving a 
plaque from 

the president 
of the 

organizing 
Committee 

prof S. Novo 
Committee.



Profs Balas, 
Angelides and 

Novo in the atrium 
of the hotel

Profs Balas, Angelides and Novo 
in the atrium of the hotel



XXV MLAVS 
2015

LJUBLJANA

25th MLAVS 
CONGRESS
LJUBLJANA
Slovenia

l 22nd -24th November 
2015

l President: 
l Prof Pavel Poredos
l Venue: Domus 

Medica



Ljubljana



l It was argued that ankle-brachial pressure 
index is essential to be measured in both 
arms and ankles, otherwise peripheral 
arterial disease could be misdiagnosed. 

l According to guidelines we should always 
follow evidence based practice and discard 
systems that measure pressure only to one 
arm.



The 
President of 

MLAVS 
Prof 

Angelides 
and the 

President of 
the

Congress 
Prof Poredos



A group of lecturers  



The dragon of  Ljubljana, according to 
mythology was killed by Jason, head 

of the Greek Argonauts.



Ljubljana, Slovenia
The river Sava and the bridges



26th MLAVS
2016

Ayia Napa,
Cyprus

Organized by 
Prof N. Angelides

The venue



l During this Congress the 
Mediterranean Diet study was 
presented starting to enroll patients  on 
the basis of a certain questioner of 21 
pages



Agia Napa



Panoramic view at the 
venue’s sea shore





A romantic spot near the Hotel

Rocks diving in the sparkling waters near the Hotel



l

Miles of sandy beaches



l….And some peculiar rocks



27th MLAVS 
Congress

2017
ASWAN l Aswan Egypt

l 8th -11th February
l 2017
l President: Prof 

Emad Hussein
l Venue: Aswan



Aswan



l A lot of discussions were carried out 
concerning paclitaxel. It seems that although 
paclitaxel continues to contribute to greater 
patency in the arteries of the lower limb, 
there is an increasing evidence for late 
vascular complications and even death.



Profs Angelides and Hussein 
chairing a session



The opening ceremony in the presence 
of the Governor of Aswan

 
The opening ceremony in the presence of the Governor of Aswan 



An honorary 
silver plaque 
was given to 
the President 

of MLAVS



Prof 
Poredos 

wearing  a 
collar  after 

a car 
accident on 
his arrival 
in Aswan!



Philae by day



28th MLAVS 
Congress 
PALERMO

The 28th Mediterranean 
Congress of Angiology and 
Vascular Surgery took 
place from the 22nd to the 
25th of June 2018 in 
Palermo in conjunction 
with the 2d Meeting of the 
Multinational Chapter of the 
International Union of 
Angiology and the 11th 
Meeting of the Central 
European Venus Forum. 
President of the Organizing 
Committee was Prof 
Salvatore Novo. 



PALERMO



l It was argued that in diabetic patients
metformin is associated with a reduction in 
AAA diameter growth. Discussions led to the 
conclusion that a proper validation is 
necessary to be carried out in order to 
understand and adopt this issue.

l During this Congress it was also argued that 
appropriate follow up of patients after 
endovascular procedures is a must  









Palermo’s opera-house, 
where we enjoyed  the  
“Cavaleria Rusticana”



A group of Lectures 



l The 29th MLAVS 
Congress took 
place in Zagreb, 
7th to 9th of 
November 
2019.

l The venue was  
at the Hotel 
International 

l President of the 
Organizing 
Committee was 
Dr Ivan Svenco. 





l During this Congress the new 
hypertension guidelines were 
presented and their significance was 
discussed. 

l Also, the modern management of aortic 
aneurysms was presented as well as 
novel ways of treatment in no-option 
critical limb ischaemia. 



A group of Lectures 



l Zagreb



l The river



l Another central 
square



The 30th MLAVS 
Congress took place 
in Rome as a virtual 
Congress, because of 
the pandemic COVID-
19  in conjunction 
with the 29th World 
Congress of IUA from 
23rd to 27th of April 
2020. President of 
the  organizing 
Committee was the 
incoming President of 
IUA Prof PL. 
Antignani.
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1st MLAVS CONGRESS

P. Balas
The
Founder and 

Honorary 
President 

of the League 

N.
Angelides
President 
MLAVS

P. Balas
Founder and Honorary President 
of the League 

N.
Angelides
President 
MLAVS
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•“Life is short, the art is long, 
opportunity fleeting, experience 
uncertain and judgement 
difficult.”
•Hippocrates, Vol. 4, Aphorisms 
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PART II:
Remodelling 
the congress
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Having sorted all these out, Nikos felt even better. He 
knew that he had now in his hands a concrete 
document to be presented at the forthcoming meeting 
of the Organising Committee; and he had still time to 
prepare everything in an even better way! At that 
moment he realized that there was an incoming 
message on the computer. He decided to read it later, 
and to move from his spot by the sea, to a nearby 
located café, in order to stretch his legs and to have 
something to drink, as he was feeling his mouth dry. 
The late afternoon was still bright and the weather 
mild, with a temperature around thirty degrees. The 
smell of jasmine and roses felt the air from the nearby 
gardens, while the mild sea wind tried to mix the air 
freshness of the sea with the breath-taking smell of the 
gardens. Nikos walked slowly from the seashore to the 
coffee shop taking deep breaths now and then to fill his 
lungs with cool fresh air. He had now relaxed and he 
managed to push away the previous unhappy thoughts 
that have been created by the financial crisis.
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His joyful temperament reappeared and a happy song, 
almost unconsciously, popped out of his lips which 
gradually enhanced the happy tone. “A typical Cypriot 
autumn afternoon by the sea” Nikos thought and 
continued to sing as he walk towards the coffee shop. 
“Kalispera”  said to him the owner of the café as soon 
as Nikos entered the shop singing. “You are in a very 
good mood today doctor” he added. “Despite the 
financial crisis! What is your secret remedy?”  “Ah my 
friend!” Nikos respond. “No drug is necessary for this! 
Just an open heart, which can melt all the anomalies 
that have occurred or may occur in the future! This is 
my secret remedy!” He said, and after a small pause he 
added. “Bring me something cool to drink and then I 
assure you I will sing even better!” “A beer perhaps?” 
asked the owner. “Beer or soft drink, whatever is 
cooler” replied Nikos and went out to the yard to sit 
among the bushes of basilicas and jasmine. 
In the yard there was only one customer. The old 
schoolmaster of the local gymnasium. A tall, thin chap 
always wearing a round light hat, known as “republica.” 
He was having his afternoon Greek coffee, served in a 
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special small cap with thick walls, protecting the smell 
and keeping the coffee warm for longer periods. 
“Kalispera doctor” said the schoolmaster. “Kalispera to 
you” answered Nikos while reaching his table. When he 
arrived there, he moved a chair backwards to create 
enough room for his long feet. The schoolmaster 
continued to play with his “comboloi” leaving now and 
then a rounded ball to move on the string in order to 
meat the others, creating a characteristic “chick” noise 
that could be heart from a significant distance in the 
quiet afternoon.  “chick, chick” and again another 
“chick, chick” and “chick.” 
“How are things getting on doc?” asked the school-
master. “Unfortunately things are not so good for me” 
Nikos said. “The international financial crisis has 
negatively affected the Mediterranean  Congress that I 
am organising and this in turn will create a personal 
financial crisis, which I can hardly bear!”.
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“Nevertheless, you are healthy and still young” 
elaborated the schoolmaster. “Financial crisis or not 
you must do the Congress for which you have made 
such a great effort. You mentioned that you have 
cancellations from a lot of participants. Eh, do the 
same! Cancel the hotel, cancel the conference rooms, 
cancel everything that demands financial expenses and 
reorganise the procedure from the beginning.” He 
concluded. “Sorry, but I am not with you! I cannot 
follow your way of thinking!” Nikos said thoughtfully. 
“It is simple my dear. To cancel the congress is a 
defeat! To continue the organisation on a different base 
and scale is a victory! It means that you will manage to 
avoid finding yourself in a personal financial crisis, and 
on the other hand you will offer to a smaller number of 
participants a new and fresh construction of the 
Congress. A construction that they have never seen or 
had in the past!” “And how on earth will this fresh and 
fantastic construction be developed without the  
necessary financial support?” Nikos asked in 
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astonishment. “After all I have to remind you that the 
various pharmaceutical companies that were about to 
take part in the exhibition cancelled their participation, 
the financial support from the Ministry of Health was 
also cancelled and the registration fee of the majority 
of the participants has been withdrawn.” 
“Still you don’t need all these! Cancel the expensive 
large hotel that you have arranged for the Congress 
venue and use instead smaller but clean hotels that are 
available now, as the number of tourists is decreasing. 
Cancel the conference rooms and do open sessions, not 
in the town but in the countryside that is so beautiful 
this time of the year. But, mainly organise an everyday 
excursion giving your participants and invited speakers 
the chance to know and learn as much as possible 
about our lovely island Cyprus” the schoolmaster 
concluded. “This way it is going to be the smallest and 
cosiest Congress that has ever been organised!”  Nikos 
closed his eyes listening to the plan that his teacher and 
schoolmaster unrolled. He admitted that this plan was 
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creating a new approach to the problem, something 
that he had not even thought about!  “And the expenses 
for the invited speakers? How am I going to cover this 
significant amount?” Nikos said loudly, but rather like   
talking to himself than to the schoolmaster. “Again this 
is not a problem! You have to inform them about the 
new financial and organising conditions and you let 
them find their own financial sources for their air ticket. 
But I think you can afford their accommodation in 
cheap hotels. Come on doctor, be adventurous! After all 
I will help you in any possible way!” 
Nikos did not respond immediately. He remained 
motionless on the chair with his eyes closed. He was 
calculating the new possibilities as they had been 
roughly planned by the schoolmaster. Ah, this peculiar 
schoolmaster! He knew him well from the time that he 
was at school, a young teenager then, with his mind full 
of fresh ideas and believes. All these fresh ideas were 
the effects of the schoolmaster’s teaching who wanted 
“new Greeks to recreate the ancient glory” !
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Nothing more and nothing less than this! He was 
thinking of him in the classroom, in the corridors and in 
the schoolyard, thin and tall, looking at every pupil 
tenderly, as if he was their own father; and Nikos  
believed the ancient Greek saying that “although we 
owe our life to our parents, we owe our successful life 
to our teachers!” 
At that moment Michalis, the coffee shop owner, 
appeared with two coffees. He put them on the table
and he added “These are a gift from me to you, no 
charge! After such an intense talk you had with the 
schoolmaster, I believe you both need a coffee to 
stimulate further your brains!” 
“Okay,” said Nikos to the teacher. “I will follow your 
suggestions, sir! I will not let you down! At least I will 
try the same way I used to try as a pupil! But what I 
will be needing from you is a historical leaflet for 
Cyprus, in order to present it to the other members of 
the Organising Committee here, and send it abroad to 
the participants, in an effort to recreate their interest to    
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to come to the Congress.” 
“That’s easy!” said the teacher. “Here you are my boy!”  
he said while taking some papers out of his jacket, “this 
is exactly what you need! Elaborate on it, and you will 
have Cyprus at the crossroads of history.” He steered  
his glance to his pocket watch. “Ah,” he said “time is 
flying! I have to go, but we will keep in touch…. and 
Nikos don’t disappoint me! You always were a fighter, 
and as a  fighter you must continue to fight! Don’t 
disappoint me!” he concluded.  
Nikos, saw him while leaving, thin and tall as always, 
but with an unsteady step due to his age. But his mind 
was as fresh, young and productive as always, with 
answers to any arising problem, no matter how big or 
difficult! Nikos sat more comfortably and took out his 
laptop. He read the teacher’s notes and started writing 
on the computer: 
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From the ancient times, 
Cyprus’ historical 
significance was greater 
than its small size. Its 
geographical position 
with its agricultural and 
mineral recourses made 
this island a commercial 
and cultural centre. On 
the other hand its 
strategic value made 
Cyprus an object of 
invasion and conquest 
through centuries.
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According to 
archaeological 
evidence the 
civilization of 
Cyprus goes back 
11.000 years to the 
ninth millennium 
B.C. The best 
preserved
settlement in 
Cyprus, dating from 
the late phase of 
the Neolithic period  

is Khirokitia.
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During the Bronze 
Age Cyprus became 
well known for its 
copper production, 
and its name 
possibly derived 
from an archaic 
word for copper.

The Achaean Greeks 
began to settle 
throughout Cyprus 
during the late Bronze 
Age, and they 
determined its cultural 
identity.
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The
Phoenicians 
also arrived 
during the 
early Iron Age, 
setting mainly 
in Amathus 
(Limassol) and 
Kition 
(Larnaca).

Several empires 
conquered Cyprus 
as a result of its 
strategic 
importance. The 
Assyrians held it 
during the 8th and 
7th centuries B.C., 
succeeded by the 
Egyptians in the 
6th century and 
later on, by the 
Persians.
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Under the Persians, the 
Cypriot enjoyed local 
autonomy. Salamis 
was the most powerful 
of the several 
kingdoms of Cyprus 
and under king 
Onasilos it revolted 
against the Persian 
rule in 449 B.C. The 
rebellion was crushed
and similar attempts 
like the revolt of king 
Evagoras in 411 B.C. 
had the same fate
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In 332 B.C. 
Alexander the 
Great 
liberated 
Cyprus from 
Persia, and a 
Cypriot fleet 
helped him to 
conquer 
Phoenicia.
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With 
Alexander’s 
death Cyprus 
became part 
of Ptolemaic 
Egypt.

Two centuries later, 
Cyprus was annexed 
by Rome in 58 B.C. 
In this way Rome, 
which already held 
Cilicia and Syria, 
managed to encircle 
Ptolemaic Egypt and 
to conquer it in 30 

B.C.
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Cyprus under 
Rome was 
peaceful and 
prosperous. 
From 45 A.D. 
Christianity 
was introduced 
to the island, 
by the Apostles 
Paul and 
Barnavas.
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In 293 A.D. 
the emperor

Diocletian
divided the 
Roman 
Empire, and 
Cyprus was 
included in 
the eastern 
part, which 
was later 
known as the 
Byzantine 

Empire
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In 431 the Church Council 
of Ephesus, granted the 
church of Cyprus 
autocephaly and 
jurisdictional 
independence.

Later on, in the course of
their westward advance, 
the Arabs raided Cyprus 
from 649 to 965. However, 
under the Byzantine rule 
Cyprus became a 
prosperous commercial 
centre between Byzantium 
and Islam.
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Some very 
important 
monasteries 
were founded 
in the 12th
century, such 
as Kykkos, 
Macheras and 
Ayios 
Neophytos.
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After the first successful 
crusade of 1089, the 
Crusaders  found the 
opportunity in 1191 to 
conquer Cyprus, when 
Isaakios Komnenos 
rebelled against 
Byzantium and became 
the ruler of the island. 
His bad behaviour 
against king Richard of 
England, gave the 
opportunity to the 
crusaders to conquer the 
island.

Richard appreciated the 
strategic value of Cyprus, 
but he was not in a position
to keep the island. So, he 
first sold Cyprus to the 
military order of the 
Templars and re-sold it 
again in 1192 to Guy of 
Lusignians, former king of 
Syria, whose family 
originated from France.
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Cyprus was again 
invaded in 1426 by the 
Mamelukes of Egypt who 
defeated king Janus in 
the battle of Khirokitia 
and forced him to pay 
them an annual tribute 
as well.

Meanwhile, Cyprus became 
commercially and 
strategically important for 
Venice, which in 1469 put 
the King of Cyprus under its 
protection. James’ wife, 
Caterina Cornaro, was a 
Venetian and after his death 
in 1473 she ruled the island 
alone until 1489, when the 
Venetians took over the rule 
of Cyprus.
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The Venetians 
imposed a series 
of heavy taxes, 
but they worked 
hard to construct 
various 
fortifications to 
defend the 
island from the 
growing 
Ottoman threat.
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In 1517 
Mamelukes were 
defeated by the 
Turks and Cyprus 
was surrounded. 
In response to 
that the Venetians 
built new walls 
and strengthened 
considerably the 
existing 
fortifications.
Turks occupied 
Cyprus in 1570.
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In this manner, Cyprus 
was annexed to the 
Ottoman Empire and its 
connections with Europe 
were severed. The 
Cypriots pinned their 
hopes for liberation on 
various European 
powers. but nothing 
came of this. Meanwhile 
the Orthodox church of 
Cyprus, after the 
oppression during the 
Lusignians and 
Venetians rule, 
recovered its 
autocephaly and gained 
great influence. 
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During the long 
period of 
occupation a 
small 
proportion of 
Cypriots 
became Muslim 
after forced 
conversions, 
especially after 
the outbreak of 
the Greek 
rebellion for 
independence in 
1821.
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During the 19th century 
various European powers  
possessed consulates in 
Larnaca, which was the 
main port and commercial 
centre under the 
ottomans. With the 
opening of the Suez Canal 
in 1869 the strategic 
value of Cyprus increased. 
With this in mind, the
British prime minister 
Benjamin Disraeli 
persuaded the Turkish 
sultan to cede Cyprus to 
Britain. In return, Britain 
undertook to protect 
Turkey from Russia.

Cyprus with the outbreak of 
World War One, became 
officially a Crown Colony, in 
1925. Hopes of union with 
Greece rose during the First 
and the Second World Wars 
in which Greece fought on 
Britain's side, while 
thousands of Cypriots 
served in the British armed 
forces. But the strategic 
importance of Cyprus made 
Britain determined to keep 
it as a colony and this was 
supported by the Turkish 
minority of the island. 
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Britain's refusal to grant 
“Enosis” let to an 
increase in the 
resentment of the Greek 
Cypriot majority, which 
expressed itself in the 
form of riots in 1931 and 
later on in the form of 
the guerrilla war of 
EOKA, between 1955 and 
1959. As a result of 
these, Britain granted 
Cyprus independence in 
1960, and the republic of 
Cyprus emerged,  
safeguarding its strategic 
requirements by keeping  
sovereign military bases.

The republic of Cyprus 
experienced rapid economic 
growth accompanied by 
radical social changes. But 
relations between Greek and 
Turkish Cypriots remained 
difficult with outbreaks of 
intercommunal violence in 
1963, 1964, and 1967. 
Turkey, took advantage of 
these events and invaded 
Cyprus in 1974 managing to 
occupy one third of the 
island’s territory.
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Thousands of Cypriots  
were killed and raped 

during this invasion. The 
Turkish occupation of the 
northern parts, resulted in 
the destruction of Cyprus’ 

cultural heritage in this 
area. About 160 000 

colonists settled in the 
homes and properties of 

Greek Cypriots that 
became refugees in their 
own country! Moreover, 
they forced the Turkish 
Cypriots to emigrate to 

the occupied parts.
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Successive rounds of 
talks sponsored by the 
United Nations 
between the Greek 
and Turkish Cypriot 
communities, in an 
effort to solve the 
Cyprus problem by 
coming to a fair 
settlement, has not 
succeeded, because of 
the opposition of 
Turkey, which seeks to 
leave Cyprus 
permanently divided!  
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Meanwhile, the 
Republic of 
Cyprus formally 
joined the 
European Union 
as a full member, 
on 1st of  May 
2004, without 
yet achieving the 
desired goal to 
be a reunited 
country… 
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However, the 
struggle still 
continues and will 
continue until a 
descent settlement 
is reached.

Meanwhile, Cyprus 
with its tempting 
environment and 
its well known
hospitality is here, 
waiting YOU for 
this Congress!
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Nikos stretched his body on the chair. He had finished a 
difficult task successfully and was very proud of it. He 
looked around and suddenly he realised how time had 
elapsed! It was dark and a tiny new-born moon was 
arising deep in the horizon, above the sea. Its light 
reflected on the waves, shinning momentarily here and 
there. ”These are the pressure stones of Cyprus” Nikos 
whispered in a rather poetic mood. “This is what the 
foreigners love! And on these stones, I will stand and 
try to remodel the forthcoming bloody Congress!” 
He remembered that at least one fresh incoming 
message was awaiting on his e-mail and he started 
preparing the computer to gain access. The message 
was from professor Novo who informed him that he was 
still planning to participate in the Congress and deliver 
his lectures. “I realise that your situation after the 
financial crisis is not good, and I am willing to cover my 
air ticket. You will anyway undertake my expenses for 
accommodation in an hotel you can afford” he 
elaborated tactfully in his e-mail. “My God!” thought 
Nikos. “It seems that Novo can read my thoughts! Dear 
old Salvatore!” and then he collected his papers and put 
them in his bag. 
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He then called 
Michalis to pay 
him for the 
coffees, and
walked out of 
the yard 
whispering a 
song that he 
loved to sing 
whenever he 
was happy…..  
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PART III:
The Congress.
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The two buses were climbing the rough road to the 
village. The view from there was fantastic. The blue sea 
was lying beneath at a short distance and the air was 
mountainously cool. The village was situated at the end 
of a cleft and was composed of a central square with an 
old Byzantine church in the middle. The two buses had 
stopped within the square and the passengers had 
already got out and gathered around a tourist guide, 
who did a historical review of the village and of the 
church. Then, they entered the church and admired the 
old but well preserved frescos on the walls. Behind the 
square there were several roads with renovated country 
houses on both sides, targeting the vineyards and the 
gardens that surrounded the village, full of orange trees 
ready to mature. In the square, there were two other 
buildings. The coffee shop and the multipurpose 
building that was recently renovated by the Ministry of 
Education as a new governmental effort 
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to support public manifestations in small communities. 
In these multipurpose buildings Nikos took the 
advantage  to secure lecture rooms free of charge! The 
participants  entered the rooms and were really 
satisfied from the environment and the technical 
support that was available in each. “The place is perfect 
for lecturing,” confirmed Professor Balas, Honorary 
President of the League. “I definitely prefer this, than
the cold lecturing rooms in a big hotel. Congratulations 
for your selection. But, where will the coffee breaks 
take place?” he asked. “Ah! Here we have a novelty! In 
the near by coffee shop will be served local delights just 
baked in the oven, which are donated by the local 
community. Moreover in the same area we are going to 
have our meal, thus meat on the charcoal with local 
wine, which I assure you is excellent!” Nikos replied. 
“Bravo Nikos! You have established a new concept in 
the organisation of Congresses. Simplicity, efficiency 
and low cost. Lets now proceed with the Lectures and 
the Round Tables”. It was the first day of the Congress 
and in fact it was the crucial point of the whole 
organisation. If the results were good and smooth, then 
the forthcoming days, it should be expected to go 
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smoothly and nicely too. Fortunately for Nikos, 
everything ran OK so far! The projectors worked 
properly and the intervals looked nice for every 
participant. Some of them, took the opportunity to visit 
the gardens around the village and there they ate fresh 
oranges on the spot, full of juices, offered free of 
charge by the owners. Other participants, preferred to 
sit on the wooden benches by the cleft, taking  
advantage of the sun and the mountainous fresh air,  
enjoining in parallel the view of the sea, beneath the 
cleft, and its sparkling surface. But the big finale was 
the meal served in the late afternoon with the tasteful 
local dishes mainly prepared on the charcoal, including 
local cheese known as “halloumi”, special bread known 
as “pita”, small pieces  of meat known as “souvlaki” and 
large pieces of meat  known as “souvla”. All these were 
also prepared and offered by the community at a very 
low charge! 
Over and above, there was live music and “sirtaki” as 
well as local dances such as “kalamatianos”, “Balos”
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and “antikristos”. Of course, most of the participants 
had already experienced similar music and dances in 
previous congresses. But this time, as everyone 
admitted, the music and the dances were performed by 
the locals without official dresses and formalities. And 
because of that, all the participants did not hesitate to 
sing and dance with the locals, either in the coffee shop 
or outside in the square, or even on the tables, when 
the mood exploded to un uncontrolled degree, under 
the effect of the local wine! 

“My compliments to you!” Professor Strano said to Nikos 
as he was trying to climb on the bus and return to the 
hotel. And it was rather unusual for Professor Strano to 
express himself in such a way! Therefore, his short 
phrase could be considered as a real complement! Well 
done Nikos! 
The next day, apart from the scientific program, the 
Executive Meeting of the Mediterranean League took 
place. Some members were not present, but there were 
enough delegates to proceed with the meeting.
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According to the Leagues’ constitution and to the 
agenda, Nikos, as President of the Congress, gave an 
account of the participation and the financial balance. 
The participation, as it was expected, was significantly 
smaller than the usual one, and the financial balance 
was slightly negative. 
“But we have learned a lesson from this Congress” said 
professor Balas. “Whenever there is a crisis we must 
insist on the organisation and we must keep the wheels 
of the forthcoming congresses rolling. We must explore 
every possibility and find ways to keep things going. I 
would like to congratulate Nikos for the amazing 
organisation of this congress, which I believe will 
remain in our memories as an unbeatable one”. 
“I would like to thank you and all the participants”  
answered  Nikos modestly “for your support and 
understanding. The organisation of the Congress was a 
difficult job and it was fulfilled successfully by asking 
local volunteers to help, who supported this Congress 
with simple but effective ways. I have to admit that
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when the crisis appeared, I became really confused and 
ready to give up. At that particular moment my old 
schoolmaster helped me across the difficulties and 
boosted my low moral. I hope that you will meet him 
tonight at the “taverna”, where the official dinner will 
take place. However, I would like to mention that the 
forthcoming event will be simple and unofficial, but,
there will be a lot of fun as well as a lot of local wine 
and local food. Lets proceed now to the other topics of 
the agenda.”  
Professor Biasi elaborated on the Roster, constitution 
and bylaws of the Mediterranean League of Angiology 
and Vascular Surgery. He presented the existing Roster 
and concluded that it was the right time to improve it.  
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Roster, 
Constitution and 
Bylaws of MLAVS

• The Roster was 
organised and 
published by 
professor G. Biasi, 
• in 1994
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A decision was taken unanimously to reform the roster 
and professor Poredos, agreed to proceed with the 
necessary changes.  “Until the next congress, I will be 
ready” he mentioned. 
Then the discussion moved to the MEDLET, the official 
letter of the League. Nikos gave a short historical 
account on the official letter. It appeared in 1992 as an 
eight-page typed paper giving a summary of the actions 
of the League and a summary of the previous Congress 
with pictures and statistics, as well as an account on 
other important decisions that were utilised by the 
executive committee. MEDLET was upgraded  in 2002. 
“This is an important document” Nikos said. “It gives a 
more official substance to the League, as well as a 
summary of the previous congresses and an account on 
the decisions taken” he added. “The question is 
whether the time has come to improve this letter by 
increasing the number of pages, as well as including 
some original scientific papers in it”.     
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The Official 
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1992 by N. 
Angelides
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MEDLET

• Ten years later it 
was upgraded by 
N. Angelides, and 
the first   printed  
issue   appeared in 
2002.
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MEDLET

• Another issue of 
MEDLET.
• In parallel to this 

action the web 
page of MLAVS 
was organised by 
PL. Antignani
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After a long discussion, the Executive Committee 
decided unanimously to continue the existing form of 
the MEDLET but to add another issue with original 
papers, in the form of a summary. 
Next on the agenda was the topic of Books of Lectures. 
Prof Novo made an analysis of the existing background. 
He presented some of the lecture books already 
published, with the lectures of previous congresses 
organised by the League. “The editing of such books is 
expensive and should be prepared by a company with 
experts in the field”  he said. “Previous books, were the 
product of an intensive work of the President of each 
Congress, but few of them only managed to reach the  
standards. What I will suggest for the future is to try 
and find a proper company which will undertake the 
preparation of a more dissent “Book of Lectures” well 
before the opening of each congress, so that the 
expenses could be included in the registration fee”.     
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BOOK OF 
LECTURES
• BOOK OF LECTURES 
• of the 11th MLAVS 

Congress
• edited by Prof
• A. Tripolitis

• 154 pages
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BOOK OF 
LECTURES
• BOOK OF LECTURES 
• of the 12th MLAVS 

Congress
• edited by 
• N. Angelides

• 146 pages
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After a long discussion the Executive Board postponed 
the decision and entrusted Professor Novo to explore 
the possibilities, elaborating on them and reportng to 
the others during the next executive meeting, the 
forthcoming year. 
The evening event in the “Taverna” was motionless and 
stagnant at the beginning. The tables were old and 
ruined, the light dimmed and the environment rather 
miserable. But, after a while, more participants and 
locals arrived and the climate improved. This 
improvement was even more obvious when the 
musicians arrived, thus a local band including violin, 
bouzouki and “baglamas”, which is a tiny instrument 
absolutely necessary for Greek “taverna” music. Soon 
after, food arrived, composed of local tasty dishes, 
while the musicians presented Greek and foreign songs, 
that attracted people to dance. At that moment Nikos 
took the microphone and welcomed the gusts. “You
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know” he added “the tonight environment reminds me 
of “sirtaki”. This dance, stars slowly but continues 
faster and faster! At the end, the feet do not touch the 
floor! So, enjoy your evening!” he concluded. Then, the 
schoolmaster took the microphone and welcomed the 
foreign participants. “On behalf of the volunteers that 
compose the Organising Committee,  I have the honour 
and pleasure of welcoming you to this simple Congress 
that was organised under difficult conditions. We are 
happy that you are here, and we consider you all as part 
of the family. Enjoy your evening” he concluded. Finally, 
Professor Balas took the microphone: “As the oldest of 
the visiting participants and as honorary President of 
the League, I would like to congratulate first of all the 
volunteers for giving us a lesson how to face critical 
conditions and then Nikos Angelides, for the excellent 
organisation of this difficult Congress. We enjoyed 
every moment in Cyprus, and I trust that everyone will 
enjoy this evening in the “taverna”, he concluded.  
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These short speeches were followed by music and 
dance, as well as fun and humour. Professor Castellani 
sang a few foreign songs with his soft nice voice and 
everybody responded positively to the call of “sirtaki” 
and danced continuously until exhaustion!
The most extraordinary part of the last day’s program 
was the open sessions that were utilized by the sea. 
That day was so hot, the temperature so high and the 
sea so tempting! Most of the participants hesitated to 
stay within the four walls of the lecture rooms, and they  
preferred to devote the whole day by the sea. Some of 
them appeared with their sea outfits and were looking 
forward to swim! Nikos, noted the obvious desire of the 
participants to get in the sea, and without any 
hesitation he decided to transform the sessions into 
open air sessions, an idea that had been introduced 
previously by Professor Balas in Corfu, under similar 
weather conditions. “If we insist to keep the 
participants in the lecture rooms it will be a failure” he 
told the chairpersons. “Lets do the meeting by the sea 
in the form of a debate”  suggested to Professors Biasi 
and Fernandes, who were chairing the sessions.
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But, as there was some hesitation from their side, Nikos 
insisted. “We have utilized such an  idea many years 
ago in Corfu” he informed them “and it was a unique 
experience.” 
Finally, the open air sessions took place and proved to 
be really a success. All participants presented their 
talks and actively took part in the debates, each one  
analysing his own experience and statistical results. “I 
liked it!” said Professor Biasi at the end of the day. “I 
intend to do the same in the future, whenever the 
weather will be so nice to affect negatively the 
participation in the lecture rooms.”

************
Three days later, Nikos and the schoolmaster were 
sitting in Michalis’s coffee shop. All the participants had 
left Cyprus and the Congress was a history. “I still 
remember that day when I met you at this very spot, 
feeling completely useless and unhappy,” Nikos said to 
the teacher. “You gave me the strength to continue and 
I am grateful for this.”  The schoolmaster remained
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motionless for a while, without any significant 
response. Then, a light smile appeared on his face. “I 
would like to repeat your phrase about “sirtaki” he said. 
“We, the Greeks, are like “sirtaki” my friend. We always 
start slowly, but we continue in a faster and even faster 
manner towards the end!”
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• THANK 
you

•THANK you for your patience!This book is a fiction. However, the Mediterranean League 
of Angiology and Vascular Surgery exists and continues to 
organise annual Congresses. Therefore, fiction and reality 
mingle to some extend in this book and the product is 
dedicated to IUA and MLAVS members.   
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